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About This Game

The Napoleon: Total War demo will take you through the new and playable "War on Land" tutorial as well as the epic land
Battle of Ligny, one of the many historical scenarios included in the full version of the game.

War on Land tutorial - Set during the Siege of Toulon, you will be given command of the French artillery battery.
Aided by Napoleon's most trusted aide, you will learn the art of warfare in the defeat of the British army.
Historical scenario - Battle of Ligny - The Battle of Ligny (16th June 1815) effectively determined the outcome of
Napoleon's 100 day return to power. Although victory was achieved here, the Prussian General Gebhard Von Blucher
was allowed to escape, something which very soon proved to be a fatal mistake. Play as the French or the Prussian
faction

Note: This demo is presented in English, French, German, Italian and Spanish languages only. However, the full game contains
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Russian, Czech and Polish languages.
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Generally speaking, I feel like this game misses the mark. The writing is deeply irritating and pretentious nonsense, which is
fine. I'd be happy to suffer through a little irritation if the "game" parts of Winter Voices weren't just as deeply irritating.
Simply put, the "combat" is terrible.

Firstly, it would be inaccurate to call this combat. It technically is a tactical RPG combat system, but what you're doing isn't
fighting so much as avoiding damage for an arbitrary number of turns (one of the popular "win" conditions is Last 10 Turns) or
reaching a certain tile on the tactical grid. When I read about it, it impressed me as a novel way of representing the game's
protagonist dealing with nightmares and emotions and such, and it is, but the implementation is clunky and amateurish in the
extreme.

The art's very attractive, the setting is intriguing, the UI is effective (as you can tell from the screenshots) and while I personally
find the faux-Proustian pretentiousness of the writing insufferable, it's entirely possible that it gets less so in the later episodes,
but the combat system drags it all down into the mud of disappointment and unplayability. I feel like this would've worked
better as a more traditional story-driven adventure or even visual novel-type experience than trying to cram it into tactical RPG
shoes.. I'd love to recommend this but it's a short demo, much inferior to free experiences such as the Lab or Waltz of the
Wizard.

The concept is a good one, I'd love to see it done justice. But the writing is on the wall when the opening menu has an option to
skip to the last dance. It should read skip to the only dance. Because the rest of it is just trying to grab a petal from something
that either runs or flies around you. There's no dancing and it's not visually impressive unless you have never experienced VR
before (in which case, there are better options). It's just a chance to smash your house up.

So really you have the opening, where you're on a stage as the scene is set for a show - which is good but mostly in a hey, I'm on
a VR stage sort of way - and the final dance. The final dance is well animated and has beautiful music, but it's maybe a minute
or two. And really the polygonal style doesn't fit the spirit of grace subject matter well at all.

Ultimately if you want to throw some money at trying all the different sorts of VR experience, this is definitely something
different. But once the novelty wears off products are going to have to start providing a lot more substance to justify their price
tag. It's not a lot of money, but to say it's not a lot of content would be a major understatement.. Hi, Been having trouble loading
game since Sunday March 3. Been coming up as
INITIAL SETUP:
Checking with the server if you already have an account

Owner Account's Data lost. Please re-install the game and log in to restore.
Have tried uninstalling and re-installing and still comes up with issue

Really enjoy the game but unable to play :(
Can you please fix the problem.
Thanks. A bad Clash of Clans copy on steam♥♥♥♥♥♥game. Super Hydorah is an extremely well made game, from its visual
design to its options, and its controller support (PS4 controllers work with no hassle!). It's clear that developers knew exactly
what they wanted to do with this game, and how to make it properly. If you're looking for an extremely polished and optimized
shmup then look no further.

However, while I understand that this is probably accurate to Gradius (which was the main inspiration for this game), and
ultimately a matter of opinion, Super Hydorah is difficult to an extremely excessive degree. The developers seem to be aware of
this, and have added a lower difficulty option which lets you survive two hits by default rather than having to find a shield to
survive just one. However, using it feels more like i'm just allowed to cheat rather than actually fixing the problem.

Buy this game if you want an authentic 2D Shoot-Em-Up experience with a fresh coat of paint, but be warned that this game is
immensely punishing and not for everyone.. It's probably the second best platform shooter game I've played this today, well,
between 16:40 and 16:50 this afternoon.
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It was sold at a really low price but on the other hand, it was a rather bad game even though it held a rather high pace throughout
the whole game. The AI was close to abysmal - both friendly and enemy AI - and the levels were basically multiplayer levels
with some story attached to it... much like the single player part of Battlefield 1942 (except that game had no story at all).

In short, it was not a really good game.. wow what a great game ,i love it . great sound , visuals and gameplay . and quite hard..
No. Not now. Not as it came out. Never.. Gravitron 2 is a decade old now and the developer is long gone, but this is still one of
the best Gravitar-style shooters ever made.

Difficult but fair, with a surprising amount of diversity in the level design. You can download the demo, or there's also a good
gameplay video here so you know what to expect.

Now a few important first-play tips if you buy this game (which you should):

- The default level pack on the main menu is "OfficialPack1." That is the expansion. Click once so that you are starting
with the "Standard" pack, which are the levels from the initial release. Otherwise the game will seem very difficult to
start with.

- Use your shield. It will deflect all standard bullets and is a lifesaver in tight areas. By default it is bound to the middle
mouse button; I suggest rebinding it to a more easily accessible key like the spacebar, or use a controller. All controls
can be rebound from the options menu, which is available after starting the game. You can also adjust the mouse
sensitivity there.

- You can land on any flat surface, including walls and celings, and you will not take damage from landing at high
speeds, as long as you are correctly aligned.

Gravitron 2 is a near-perfect game for me, with only one significant flaw: There are no online leaderboards. There
were at one point, hosted on a third-party server, but that server is down for good. Steam leaderboards would be a
major benefit, though there is little hope of that happening now.

Still, that lone drawback should absolutely not stop you from picking this one up. Don't bother waiting for a sale - it
hasn't dropped in price since 2013 and likely won't ever again. Plus at $5 it's already a steal.. Very fun game!
Pros:
-Tons of creativity!
-Awesome art style.
-Easy building.
-Fun to play!
-Game boots up INSTANTLY.
----
Cons:
-Laggy on lower end systems.
-----
Awesome game, fun to build things and drive them around!. Meh its fine i guess.. Not vital to the game, but it expands
the world and the Energy Recovery System mechanic is good.

So, recommended for GT fans, players who want an expanded game world, or people who want to support the devs.

If you're happy with the base game and not a GT fan, it's safe to wait for a sale.. not worth the 2$ i got it for. i honestly
wish this game was playable, but it isnt.. It's called outdoor living, but you can't live an outdoor life. Really EA?
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